BIRTH CERTIFICATE
At the moment you were born, an OFFICER of an INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION,
working for the STATE, in the HOSPITAL handed your Parents a FORM to fill
out, but it was not really a FORM, it was a FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT called
a CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH, which without your, or their knowledge,
claims that you are a SEAWORTHY VESSEL and that your construction had just
been completed, and you were sent down the BIRTH CANAL, and were BERTHED.
45 days later, when no one had claimed you [ACTUALLY NOT YOU, BUT THE
CERTIFICATE], the STATE stepped back in to make claim of the CERTIFICATE
as a SALVAGED VESSEL, and they made that claim with a newly created
document called the BIRTH CERTIFICATE.
The STATE paid for INSURANCE for the BIRTH CERTIFICATE, a type of INSURANCE
called an INSURANCE WRAP, which gives the CERTIFICATE a MONETARY VALUE,
and they placed the CERTIFICATE and WRAP into a SECURE FACILITY and
received a DEPOSITORY RECEIPT. They took that DEPOSITORY RECEIPT to an
INTERNATIONAL BANK and borrowed against the VALUE they created, DEPOSITED
THAT VALUE into THE U.S. TREASURY and gave it an ACCOUNT NUMBER which we
know today as the STRAWMAN ACCOUNT, and began trading that VALUE on the
OPEN MARKET.
When you reached the Age of Accountability, they told you that you had
to have a DRIVERS LICENSE, MARRIAGE LICENSE, SOCIAL SECURITY CARD, and
several other CONTRACTS that they never provided you full contractual
disclosure on. Over the Decades since you were born, the STRAWMAN has been
growing, and so have the ACCOUNTS, and the CONTRACTS that they have tricked
you into making on the STRAWMANS BEHALF, and by them tricking you into
committing Fraud for them, by CONTRACTING FOR A FICTION ENTITY that you
have never actually Created, or Invested in, so, they create FICTION
LEGALITIES for you to VIOLATE so they can tie you to the STRAWMAN in their
FICTION COURTS, to hold you accountable for the physical actions of the
STRAWMAN.
Once you have come to grasp the difference between THE NAME YOU WERE GIVEN,
and The Name You Were Given, you will begin to be able to untangle the
real You, from the STRAWMAN the STATE CREATED. You were Born, but the
STRAWMAN was BIRTHED, You are a Living, Breathing, Eternal Spirit,
visiting this Planet to experience the limits of this flesh, but their
STRAWMAN is just a Stack of Paper, with no life, and it can do nothing
without a Living Being Participating for it. Stop Participating with the
FOREIGN FICTION FALSE FLAG BANKING CORPORATION, and learn to make Claim
of your Life, Stop letting BANKSTERS rob your life from you.

